Local search methods constitute one of the most successful approaches to solving large-scale combinatorial optimization problems. A new result concerning the parallelization of such methods is presented. As parallelism is increased, optimization performance initially improves, but then abruptly degrades to no better than random search beyond a certain point. The existence of this transition is demonstrated for a family of generalized spin-glass models and the Traveling Salesman Problem. Finite-size scaling is used to characterize sizedependent e ects near the transition and analytical insight is obtained through a mean eld approximation.
Optimization tasks are common and very often uncommonly di cult. In most areas of science and engineering, from free energy minimization in physics to pro t maximization in economics, the need to optimize is ubiquitous. In light of the importance and di culty of optimization, much e ort has gone into developing e ective algorithms for nding good optima. The methods of simulated annealing 1], genetic algorithms 2], and taboo search 3] are three of the most popular techniques, inspired by ideas from statistical mechanics, evolutionary biology, and operations research respectively. All of these methods rely in part on constructing improved solutions by applying a local operator to a population of candidate solutions. Good solutions result from the accumulation of many bene cial local modi cations applied one after another. An obvious speed up in the algorithm's performance can be gained if we apply many local modi cations in parallel. Despite the promise that parallel algorithms hold, they have received less attention and little is known about them 4] .
In this report we investigate the e ects of parallelizing local search for combinatorial optimization. We demonstrate that for a wide class of search techniques increasing parallelism leads to better solutions faster. But only up to a certain point. At some degree of parallelism the quality of solutions abruptly degrades to that of random sampling. This transition is sharp and will be shown to share many of the characteristics of thermodynamic phase transitions.
We compute critical exponents that characterize this transition using nite-size scaling, a technique borrowed from statistical physics, and demonstrate our results on two important problems: energy minimization on NK energy functions 5], and tour length minimization for the traveling salesman problem (TSP) 6]. The NK model, a generalization of spin-glass models 7], was chosen as one of the few general models capable of generating tunably di cult optimization tasks. The TSP is perhaps the most famous and well studied combinatorial optimization problem and is often used as a test-bed for new ideas. Both problems, though quite di erent, show remarkably similar behavior.
The NK model 5] de nes a family of energy functions over a discrete search space. The search space consists of all possible con gurations fsg fs 1 ; : : : ; s N g of N variables. If each of the variables can take any of A possible values, the search space is of size A N . We con ne our investigation to the case A = 2, call our variables spins, and let them take the values 1 due to their similarity with Ising spins which arise in models of magnetism. Our local modi cations for the NK model are single spin ips where s i ! ?s i . Each spin, s i , makes a contribution to the total energy dependent on its own state and the state of K other spins. These K other spins may be selected at random or according to some speci ed topology. We have considered both selection mechanisms obtaining similar results in both cases. The total energy of a con guration, fsg, is de ned by: The number of other spins, K, that each spin interacts with, varies from 0 to N ? 1 and controls the ruggedness of the energy landscape. In the K = 0 limit the spins are independent and there is a single minimum. As K increases the number of con icting constraints increases leading to multiple local minima that can trap local search algorithms. At the K = N ? 1 extreme, every spin a ects every other spin, energies of adjacent con gurations are uncorrelated, and there are exponentially many local minima.
The K 1 limit is analytically tractable and has been studied by many
We focus on simulated annealing 1] as our representative local search algorithm. In simulated annealing, local modi cations are accepted according to the Metropolis criterion 9], a method for simulating the evolution of a physical system in a heat bath to thermal equilibrium. A modi cation is applied and the resulting change in energy, E, is computed. The modi cation is always accepted if E 0,and accepted with probability p( E) = exp(? E=T) if E > 0. T is a temperature parameter that controls the fraction of uphill moves that are accepted; at zero temperature, T = 0, only downhill moves are accepted. It is important to occasionally accept uphill moves (i.e. T > 0) to prevent trapping on poor local minima where all local modi cations raise the energy. Simulated annealing derives its name from the annealing, or gradual lowering, of the temperature parameter, so that uphill moves are accepted with decreasing frequency.
Beyond the obvious computational speedups of applying many local modi cations simultaneously, parallel local search also makes it harder to get trapped in poor local optima. Even when only greedy moves are accepted (T = 0), allowing for simultaneous spin updates introduces outdated information and the possibility of \mistakes": if the energy of s i depends on s j and both spins simultaneously attempt to ip, s i may conclude that E < 0 under the assumption that s j did not ip. However, E may actually be positive if s j did ip. This similarity between parallelism and temperature is only super cial: we will demonstrate that parallelism has qualitatively di erent e ects on the behavior of optimization algorithms.
We parameterize the degree of parallelism by 0 < 1 which denotes the probability that a spin attempts to ip. If there are N spins, then on average N of them are updating under the local operator at the same time. The = 1=N ! 0 limit corresponds to a sequential algorithm, which at T = 0 will result in the system trapping into (usually poor) local optima. Maximal parallelism is obtained for = 1 when all spins update simultaneously. At this extreme, the system typically cannot converge since too many of the spins use outdated information.
The transition between these two extremes is surprisingly sharp. Figure 1 shows the asymptotic energy obtained under a search at xed T = 0 10].
Identical results are obtained under annealing when the temperature is cooled exponentially. An interesting feature of Figure 1 is the initial improvement in optimizing performance with increasing . This improvement is most likely caused by the fact that parallel updating prevents premature trapping in poor local optima and guides the search towards low energy regions of conguration space. Premature convergence is prevented due to the fact that initially many spin ips are energy decreasing and are therefore accepted in parallel resulting in large-scale con guration changes. Since each spin ip is individually energy decreasing these large-scale changes move the system in a direction which, on average, appears to lead to low energy regions of con guration space. Numerical experiments support this conjecture: local energy minima around the con guration at which the parallel dynamics converges have statistically signi cant lower energies than randomly sampled local minima. As increases, more spins ip in parallel, more averaging is done and coarser trends of the energy landscape are discerned. Therefore the energy decrease with should be more signi cant for smoother landscapes (smaller K) where there are coarse features that can be exploited. This prediction is supported by the data in Figure 1 These observations point out two key di erences between parallelism induced noise and temperature induced noise: (1) no phase transition occurs as temperature is varied, and (2) in contrast to temperature induced noise which only depends on local energy di erences, parallelism induced noise also depends on long range correlations in the energy landscape.
The second interesting feature of Figure 1 , the abrupt degradation in optimizing performance, is associated with an order-disorder transition in the update dynamics. Above the transition where the energy remains high, spins continue to ip inde nitely. Below the transition, reaching low energy con gurations is accompanied by a freezing of the spins (at T = 0)
to particular values. This motivates the de nition of the following order parameter which distinguishes the behavior on either side of the transition: Let p i be the probability that at equilibrium the i th spin will ip if asked. We de ne the order parameter for the i th spin to be its entropy, S i = ?p i log 2 p i ? (1 ? p i ) log 2 (1 ? p i ). This is 0 if the spin is frozen and 1 if the spin is ipping randomly. Images of the spatial distribution of S i for a lattice of spins can be found in Figure 2 . The order parameter, S, for the entire system is de ned as the average entropy per spin, S = (1=N)
Plots of the order parameter for K = 6 near the transition can be found in 
the rescaled curves fall on a universal (N-independent) curve ( Figure 3(c) ).
Analytical insight into the transition for the NK model can be obtained by making two approximations: we assume that all spins have the same energy E t at time t (mean-eld approximation) and that energies induced by is the probability that n spins ip given that the system is at energy E, and the time evolution of E is described by: E t+1 = p 0 (E t )E t + p 1 (E t ) E t + (1 ? p 0 (E t ) ? p 1 (E t )) (4) where E t = (1=2)E t is the expected energy that results from single ips which lower the energy, and represents the \reset" energy that results when two or more interdependent spins ip simultaneously, and is modeled as = (1 + =5)=5 13]. The xed point of Equation 4 is the asymptotic energy. Under the above simplifying assumptions, E = 0 is the only xed point for low , and c is the smallest for which a non-zero xed point exists. By setting E t+1 = E t = E in Equation 4 and expanding to second order in E we nd that c (K) = 5( Thus far we have described an abrupt transition in a family of optimization problems as the degree of parallelism is varied. Qualitatively, at least, the forces driving the transition are not unique to the NK model. We provide further support for the generality of the observed phenomena by investigating a very di erent optimization task, the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Though part of its importance lies in its role as benchmark for new theory and optimization techniques, the TSP and its variants have many practical applications ranging from printed circuit board design to X-ray crystallography to scheduling. The task is simple: nd the shortest tour passing through a set of cities, visiting each city only once.
One of the most e ective solution techniques for the TSP is due to Lin and we present do not depend on the exact form of the operator, but only on the fact that it has a local interaction range. The operator we use is de ned as follows: for city i we select k ? 1 other cities at random yielding a set fc i ; c i 1 ; : : : ; c i k?1 g of k cities. This subset of cities are then cyclicly permuted within the tour. For example, if the tour starting at city 1 and visiting cities 2; 3; : : : ; 10; 1 in sequence is represented as f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10g and the subset of cities considered for a 3-opt-like move is f3; 5; 7g, then the resulting tour after the move is f1; 2; 5; 4; 7; 6; 3; 8; 9; 10g. The results of applying this operator with increasing parallelism for a set of N = 439 cities and various interaction ranges, k, are presented in Figure 5 . A study of the order parameter for a wide variety of TSP instances reveals behavior analogous to that described for the NK model with k playing the role of K.
conclusions
We have discovered and characterized a phase transition that arises as local search algorithms are parallelized. This transition is driven by the syn-ergistic/antagonistic e ects of overlapping applications of local operators and its existence places a sharp upper bound on the amount of useful parallelism in local search algorithms for combinatorial optimization.
Techniques from statistical mechanics have been used to make the correspondence between the physics of phase transitions and the performance of parallelized optimizing systems more precise, demonstrating strong connections between these seemingly unrelated elds.
Phase transitions seen in the satis ability of constraint satisfaction problems 15] have previously shown the importance of critical phenomena in arti cial intelligence. The transition described here is quite distinct from this satis ability transition but further demonstrates the importance of critical phenomena in optimization and arti cial intelligence.
It is interesting to consider whether the critical behavior presented here arises in more general distributed systems of interacting agents. Any time the decision of one agent relies on information contained in the state of another agent, the possibility exists for an abrupt degradation in performance as more agents act in parallel and the amount of \stale" information that exists due to nonzero information propagation delays increases. A similar transition seen in the transmission of packets in computer networks as the tra c density rises 16] provides support for the generality of these phenomena. Such transitions may also be lurking in some human organizations.
